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PIONEERS is a H2020 granted project starting from January 2019. It is aimed at entering
a new realm of planetary exploration with an innovative ground motion instrumentation
concept relying on high precision sensors based on optical interferometry, and on 6 degrees
of freedom measurements (6DoF, 3 components of translational motion and 3 components
of rotational motion). Three main scientific objectives are in the focus of 6DoF sensor design: (1) lander-surface interactions (observing the trajectory and rebounds of the lander
from release by the mother spacecraft to final rest on the surface of the planetary body),
(2) rotational dynamics of planetary objects (observing the trajectory of a planetary object in space) and finally (3) 6DoF seismology (observing the trajectory of a point on the
target object’s surface during the passage of a seismic wave). Within the framework of the
PIONEERS project two 6DoF instruments will be developed. The first instrument is a
very low noise engineering model dedicated to imaging the internal structure of terrestrial
planets. The second one is a high TRL, reduced scale version of the same instrument
dedicated to the exploration of small bodies, in order to support planetary defense and
asteroid resources applications. With PIONEERS, we expect to provide substantially
more precise science return from planetary space missions compared to missions with
usual seismometers.
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